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About This Game

In the beginning there was a dot, levitating in white nothingness. Eons have passed and nothing has changed, but the power of
creation was slowly stirring within the dot. And this is how the adventure begins!

Qbik is a beautifully designed pixel-art puzzle game. Enter the world of Qbik and explore a square land full of brainteasers,
puzzles, and riddles – traverse all 63 levels and discover the origin story of this square little fella!

But that's not all, folks! Qbik gives you the ability to make your own cave in the Level Editor! Put your designs to the test on
Steam Workshop and play on other players’ levels!

Use every brain cell you have to help Qbik navigate the caves. Dodge deadly traps and use technology in your favor so you can
eat every yellow block (hopefully they’re gluten free!) and move forward into the unknown!

Features
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Pixel art graphic design

Story to discover

63 levels to explore

Level Editor
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Title: Qbik
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Norbert Palacz
Publisher:
Forever Entertainment S. A.
Release Date: 17 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Portuguese,Russian
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I payed about $20 a year and a half ago for this early access game expecting it to atleast be playable during its early access
release. Here we are a year and a half later with this worthless piece of crap still not playable because of the irresponsible
creators.. they could have made a texture with a jaguar (the symbol of our army), the independence or death painting with an
imperial flag ( https:\/\/en.wikipedia.org\/wiki\/Independence_or_Death_(painting) ) or a 14-bis with Alberto Santos Dumont....
no, they freaking did a random soccer player...

despite the random soccer player, I do recommend this DLC, as the macaw and flag ones look cool

now only if SCS could make a second paint DLC or add these to ATS... (without the random soccer player). A lot cuter then i
thought it would be. If you know compile heart games you will know the tone of this game. It has the rubbing game of monster
monpiece and is a monster girl (pokemon) dungeon crawler. Some of the set story monster girls get a lot more screen time then
the wild ones, but even the wild ones have several scenes as you progress your intimacy with them.

I think what suprised me the most was the indepth monster girl customization. You find panty outfits which functionaly change
the monster girls job, 4 jobs for each monster girl roughly equating to tank, physical dps, spell dps, support. About the only
negative thing i feel regarding the outfits is that almost every outfit but their starting one is a pair of skimpy decorative panties. I
wish there were more indepth outfits instead of simply 1 core outfit +3 varations of swimsuit/panties.

Pros
-pokemon with monster girls
-50 monster girls
-4 jobs for each monster girl
-cute interactions with each monster girl
-fully voice acted
-seems like several dozen hours of content
-moe moe moe

Cons
-very limited animations
-each outfit past the first for each monster girl is simply a different design of wearing panties and a bra
-main character is rather boring and clichely shy/hesitant
-heavy on color swaps for monsters instead of new designs for monsters

Preferential
-Lots of grinding
-dungeons are not randomly generated
-Has a main character instead of designing it so "you" are the main character. Probably one of the worse games played this year.
DO NOT BUY!
It is not on same level or even planet as original franchise. A bug ridden cash grab of a terribad game! From the looks of it all
the staff who made this have reviewed it themselves.

See or yourself....
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qrv2mzqhfjc

I will be getting a refund on this game as I would rather drink my own urine than even have this abortion show up in my Steam
library!. Great Soundtracks.

Listening to it.
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Now I want to play Finding Paradise one more time.
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Okay, this game is only meant for a real intellectual. You see, I have completed by third doctorate, this one in quantum physics,
and I frequently browse subreddits such as r\/ProgrammerHumor, as I am a true intellectual. I also endulge in watchig Rick and
Morty, a show meant for real geniuses such as I, meaning I am most likely one of the smartest human beings in North America,
especially with its de-evolution into baboons in the current age.

Returning to the matter at hand, do not buy this game if you are not intellegent. The game is extremely difficult, with puzzles
hard enough to trick an intellectual such as I or Stephen Hawking, however, I managed to make it though this game with little
challenge. But I DO NOT reccomend this game for those who suffer from lacking mental capacity.

Overall, I would have to rate this game a 7\/10, due to its challenge at some points, yet its memorable characters.. The DLC
contains a Golden wingsuit,Golden parachute,And a Golden shotgun.

The wingsuit and parachute look meh

The shotguns alternate shoots bullets that ricochet (they also have a cool bullet tracer effect)

It's not worth 5 euros,but its still pretty cool.

I guess the dlc isn't pure GOLD
ok. Well titan it is,
smeels like fart, look s like♥♥♥♥♥♥and thats pretty much it no sorry that ´was rude but titan is definetly not a beautiful place.
Didnt really play that much since it feels like a vr game, cant really enjoy it that much yet :(.
Promise that im going to write a new 1 after I finally recieve a vr gear.. Nice clever and sometimes funny quest.
Just be wary if you're an achievement hunter: there's only one current save so if you skip something - you have to start from
scratch. Play with a walkthrough guide at least on second time.. its true she got problems....SEXY PROBLEMS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.
Painful to say this installment lacks the charm and enduring appeal of the original. After three hours of play, we simply could
not figure out what we were trying to accomplish, nor any reason why the things we did had the effects they did, nor (worst of
all) what the effects did to make any difference to whatever the hell it was we were supposed to accomplish.

Add to that sense of aimlessness a navigation system unlike any other we've ever seen, and you have combination that is
disinteresting and frustrating. Very sad final experience with a series that drew us into adventure gaming forever.

Play The Childs Sight!:
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What has happened to you when you were a child? What nightmares haunt you? Play The Child Sight on Steam and reveal the
dark story!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1002310/The_Childs_Sight. We are the Plague - News!:

Thank you for your support, suggestions, and feedback! We plan to implement a series of patches in the upcoming days,
bringing new mechanics and improving existing ones.
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Read more: https://steamcommunity.com/app/992690/discussions/0/1652171126139342037/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/992690/We_are_the_Plague/. Prodigy Tactics is now 66% off!:

Prodigy Tactics joins Steam Weeklong Deals with an amazing offer 66% off!
Visit the mysterious world of Thasys, put your skills to the test in infinite waves of enemies, learn the lore in a single-player
campaign or fight people all around the world with online multiplayer!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/626550/Prodigy_Tactics/. Diggerman on Steam!:
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Grab your trustworthy shovel and dig through countless mud layers! Who knows what you may find - treasures? Explosives?
ANGRY HUGE MOLE?
Diggerman Steam Store page is now available - add to your wishlist for more!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1001600/Diggerman/. Plague in us PROLOGUE comes to Steam!:

The Plague is bountiful. It has prepared for you all a gift, that will wait for you on Steam... Soon Plague in us will receive a free,
playable prologue, chapter 0 for the story!

Add Plague in us to your Wishlist and be first to play the prologue!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/992690/Plague_in_us. Stream and Giveaway on Twitch!:
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Next up - two premieres this week on Steam! Join BluNectarine on our Official Twitch Stream and watch her struggle in
'Bedtime Blues' and 'The Childs Sight'! We will be giving away game keys so don't miss it!

Tune in on Thursday, March 28th at 12:00pm CET
https://www.twitch.tv/foreverentertainment

https://store.steampowered.com/app/966540/Bedtime_Blues

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1002310/The_Childs_Sight. Bedtime Blues is now available!:
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Play as a youngling surviving through the night in the pixelated horror. Your once beloved teddy bear had come to life and
became conscious!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/966540/Bedtime_Blues
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